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The adhoc appointment on the post of Patwari will be further
subject to the following conditions:

The appointment would be regularized with effect from
the date of joining on successful completion of Patwari training and
after the receipt of satisfactory verification of character and
antecedents, educational qualifications, caste certificate and other
do.cuments as the case may etc. from the Competent Authority. If the
verification reveals that the claim of the candidates belonging to
SC/ST/OBC is false, the services of such candidates will be terminated
forthwith without assigning any further reasons and without
prejudice to such further action as may be taken under provisions of
the Indian Panel Code for production of false certificate.

They will have to undergo the foundational Course of Patwari
training for a , ..··'od o' 03 months from the date of their adhoc
appointment at the Directorate of Training, (UTCS), Vishwas Nagar,
Delhi and they shall be further require to undergo field training for
another six months.

In pursuance of Deputy Secretary ( P & P), Delhi Subordinate
Services Selection Board, GNCT of Delhi, reference
No.F.16(l8)/2003/P&P/2304 dated 20.82010 and on. their acceptance of
terms and conditions of appointment as per this office memorandum of
dated 28.09.2010 and on being medically examined by the Medical Board,
Aruna Asaf Ali Government Hospital, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Delhi and
found fit for Government Service as intImated vide their letter
N021(3)/NMI/AAAGH/2007-08/11638,11180 & 11896 dated 07.122010
06.12.2010 and 20.12.2010. The following candidates are hereby
appointed to the post of Patwari in the pay scale of Rs.5200-20200 +
Grade Pay of Rs.20001-(PB-I) pl~s usual allowances admissible under the
rules on purely adhoc and emergent basis for a period of 240 days from
the date of starting the Patwari training at Directorate of

Training(UTC~1 ishwa", Nagar, Delh with immediate effect. For
purposes of regular appointment the period will be inclusive of period
spent on duty pending verification:

~ Name of the Candidate1. Shri Sanjeev Kumar Sio Shri Shishu Pal
DOB- 10.09.1986

2. I Shri Swarn Kumar S/o Shri Anand Dabas
DOB - 29.05.1987

3. \ ShriShiv Kum~l.' Jil..ldaa"S/o Shri RamJi La!
DOB - 05.08.1985

4. I Shri Manoj Kumar Sio Shri Had Kishan,
DOB- 30.07.1981

5. I Shri Vikas Mann Sio Sh. Krishan Pal Mann
DOB- 22.08.1985
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Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to :
The Deputy Secretary( P & P), DSSSB, GNCT of Delhi, Delhi
All Deputy Commissione~ DelhilNew Delhi
The System Analyst, HQ with the request to upload this order
on websit~ of this Department.
PS to Pro Secretary (Revenue)/Divisional Commissioner, 5
Sham Nath Marg, Delhi.
P.S. to Addl. Secretary (Revenue),O/o of the Divisional
Commissioner, GNCT of Delhi,
Shri Sanjeev Kumar S/o Shri Shishu Pal, Rio B.No.8l, Old
Roshan Pura, Opposite Post Office, Najafgarh, New Delhi.
Shri Swarn Kumar S/o Shri Anand Dabas, Rio H-213, Madan
Pur Dabas, P.O. Rani Khera, Delhi-8l
Shri Shiv Kumar Jindad S/o Shri Ramji Lal, Rio A-lO, Main
Road, Gokul Puri, Delhi-94.
Shri Manoj Kumar S/o Shri Hari Kishan, Rio RZ-7A, Phase
IV, Transformer Wali Gali, Prem Nagar Colony, Najafgarh,
New Delhi.

Shri Vikas Mann S/o Sh~,Krishan Pal Mann, Rio D-l/152,
Nehru Vihar, Munshi Ram Gali, Karawal Nagar Road, Delhi-94
Dossier of nominee.
Personal file of the official concerned.
Guard file.


